Library Workshop for LANG 3070

October 9th 9am – 10:20
October 10th 11am – 12:20pm
October 11th 4:30 – 5:50pm

Victoria Caplan
lbcaplan@ust.hk
Outline

• Introduction – Welcome & reminder of last year (10 min)
• Literature Review – why & what (5 min)
• Self examination of topic & references (20 min)
• Build the bibliography from those references
  (chaining back & forward) (20 min)
  – Scopus
  – Web of Science
  – Google Scholar
• Build the bibliography by author, title, etc. of articles (10 min)
  – PowerSearch + others
• Self-evaluate new articles (15 min)
Reminder of LANG 2070 (A)

• Assignment (InfoGraphic 2019, Annotated bibliography, earlier) + Search Justification
  – What you search tools you hose to search & why & how

• Search Tools
  – EIU.com
  – PowerSearch
  – Scopus
  – GoogleScholar
  – CAJ (CNKI)
Reminder of LANG 2070 (B)

We learned & practiced:
• Going from topic to question
  – **What** do I think I know so far?
  – **Who** do I mean? who am I studying?
  – **When** did the things I’m researching happen? Or are they happening now?
  – **Where** is the phenomenon I’m researching happen?
  – **How** does what I’m researching happen?
  – **Why** is what I’m researching happening?
• Choosing where to search based on what we want to know
• Methods from LANG 2070
  – Classic method (look for things cited in your reading)
  – Citation Chaining
  – Field Searching
  – Phrase searching
  – etc
Reminder of LANG 2070 (c)
Common issues & problems

Search tools:
• Pay attention to difference in search tools (strengths & weaknesses)

Search Techniques
• Use different search tailored to tools & goals

Selection of articles or data
• Pay attention to the difference between different types of sources

Citations
• In-text citations & end-of paper should match
What do we hope to do today?

• Reinforce previously learned knowledge & skills

• Build Your skills further...
  – So you can do a literature review
  – So as a BA, you will have greater skill & be a more sophisticated researcher

• Why?
  – Good researchers are more informed citizens
  – Being a skilled researcher is a valuable & marketable skill
LANG 3070 Library Guide

http://libguides.ust.hk/lang3070

Literature Review!

**Introduction**

This guide is created to be a resource to you as you work on your assignments for LANG 3070. It is especially related to doing a literature review.

**Definition**

You **select documents** on the topic that contain information, ideas, data, & evidence.

You **write** it from specific standpoints - express views on the nature of the topic & how you will investigate the topic or question(s).

You **effectively evaluate** (appraise critically, not just summarize) the documents you selected in relation to the research you propose.

(Hart 1998, p. 13)

**Purpose**

- Demonstrate your skills in library (research library) use
- Show your command of the subject area (“I know my stuff!”)
- Show you understand the research problem
- Justify your
  - research topic
  - research design
  - research methodology

(Hart 1998, p. 13)
# Literature Review

**Purpose**

- Demonstrate your skills in library (research literature) searching
- Show your command of the subject area ("I know my stuff!")
- Show you understand the research problem
- Justify your
  - research topic
  - research design
  - research methodology

(Hart 1998, p. 13)

**Questions your Literature Review can answer about your topic**

- Key concepts and theories & ideas?
- Main questions & problems answered up to now?
- Major issues & debates?
- Origins of the topic?
- In what ways has the topic been defined or limited?
- Key sources (authors, books, articles, data, etc.?)

(Hart 1998, p. 14)
Reminder – Be Realistic

- Your Literature Review is for a relatively short paper & presentation
- Don’t try to do too much –
  - for example, stating that it will be a “comprehensive” review
  - Linking too large & disparate categories
- Don’t try to do too little
  - Using only what you can find via general search engines
  - Using only magazine or news articles or TED talks
Self-examine already selected items

Self-examine your question & references

1. My topic:

2. Turn your topic into a question. What questions(s) are you asking that you hope your research & these citations will answer (in simple words, if you were explaining to a friend who studies in a different subject area, like SENG).

3. My references found so-far – Self-evaluation
   - My selected item (citation): Author. Date. Title. Book/Journal title. Vol/issue, page:
     - How I found it:
     - Why I think it may help answer my question.
   - My selected item (citation): Author. Date. Title. Book/Journal title. Vol/issue, page:
     - How I found it:
     - Why I think it may help answer my question.
   - My selected item (citation): Author. Date. Title. Book/Journal title. Vol/issue, page:
     - How I found it:
     - Why I think it may help answer my question.

Work on this & Victoria will walk around & offer help
Reference Chain Your items

LibGuides @ HKUST Library

LANG 3070 - English Communication for Global China Studies II: Search Tools

PowerSearch

For books only, un-tick the Primo Central. The Library Catalog searches books.
For articles & books, leave both boxes ticked.

Search

Databases to Find Articles

GoogleScholar
Scopus
Web of Science
Asian American male college students' perceptions of people's stereotypes about Asian American men.

YJ Wong, J Owen, KK Tran, DL Collins... - Psychology of Men & ..., 2012 - psycnet.apa.org

Abstract Although Asian American men are a heterogeneous group with diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, they are frequently depicted in rigid, stereotypical ways that assume few differences exist among them. Guided by social identity theory, the purpose of this study was to examine 158 Asian American male college students' perceptions of people's stereotypes about Asian American men. Based on a discovery-oriented exploratory analysis of participants' open-ended responses, the following categories of perceived ...
Reference Chain with GoogleScholar

The Racial Microaggressions Scale (RMAS): A new scale to measure experiences of racial microaggressions in people of color.
SR Torres-Harding, AL Andrade Jr.... - Cultural Diversity and ...., 2012 - psycnet.apa.org
Racial microaggressions refer to the racial indignities, slights, mistreatment, or offenses that people of color may face on a recurrent or consistent basis. Racial microaggressions may represent a significant source of stress endured by people of color. The purpose of this study ...
☆ 99 Cited by 158 Related articles All 8 versions Web of Science: 44

Where are you from? A validation of the Foreigner Objecti psychological correlates of foreigner objectification among and ...
BE Armenta, RM Lee, ST Pluc, KR Jung.... - Cultural Diversity and ...., 2011 - Abstract [Correction Notice: An Erratum for this article was reported in Vol 2 Diversity and Ethnic Minority Psychology (see record 2016-1345-001)]. The author note and the Measures section. The omitted information in the at ...
☆ 99 Cited by 78 Related articles All 18 versions Web of Science: 4

Alcohol consumption in demographic subpopulations overview
E Delir, Q Brown, DS Hasin - Alcohol research: current reviews, 2016 - nc Alcohol consumption is common across subpopulations in the United States and health burden associated with alcohol consumption varies across groups, in defined by demographic characteristics such as age, race/ethnicity, and go ...
☆ 99 Cited by 75 Related articles All 13 versions Web of Science: 4

Stressful experiences of masculinity among U.S.-born and i American men
A Lu, YL Wong - Gender & Society, 2013 - journals.sagepub.com
Explaining how stereotypes and norms influence role-identities during development processes, we develop a theory about diverse groups of minority men—the masculinity stress theory—and apply it to Asian American men. We con ...
☆ 99 Cited by 67 Related articles All 5 versions Web of Science: 3

Perceived masculinity: The potential influence of race, rac and stereotypes.
YL Wong, AJ Horn, S Chen - Psychology of Men & Masculinity, 2013 - psycnet.apa.org
This study addressed racial differences in perceived masculinity, defined as perceptions about how masculine a group of people is. College students (N = major group were White American men) were randomly assigned to 1 of 3 co ...
☆ 99 Cited by 24 Related articles All 7 versions Web of Science: 6

Male Asian international students’ perceived racial discrimination, masculine identity, and subjective masculinity stress: A moderated mediation model.
YL Wong, PC Tsai, L Liu, Q Zhu.... - Journal of Counseling ...., 2014 - psycnet.apa.org
This study examined male Asian international college students’ perceptions of racial discrimination, subjective masculinity stress, centrality of masculine identity, and psychological distress by testing a moderated mediation model. Participants were 160 male ...
☆ 99 Cited by 36 Related articles All 9 versions Web of Science: 15

Testing for measurement invariance in the Conformity to Masculine Norms-46 across White and Asian American college men: Development and validity of the CMINI ...
KH Hsu, DK Ivamoto - Psychology of Men & Masculinity, 2014 - psycnet.apa.org
Abstract The Conformity to Masculine Norms Inventory (CMNI; Mahalik et al., 2003) and revised CMNI-46 (Parent & Moradi, 2005) have received a great deal of empirical attention and support for their strong psychometric properties and evidence of construct validity ...
☆ 99 Cited by 33 Related articles All 9 versions Web of Science: 14

Model minority stereotyping, perceived discrimination, and adjustment among adolescents from Asian American backgrounds
L Kang, MR Witkow, TL Thompson - Journal of youth and adolescence, 2016 - Springer
The model minority image is a common and pervasive stereotype that Asian American adolescents must navigate. Using multivariate data from 159 adolescents from Asian American backgrounds (mean age at initial recruitment= 15.03, SD= 92; 60% female; 74 ...
☆ 99 Cited by 33 Related articles All 9 versions Web of Science: 11

Gendered race in mass media: Invisibility of Asian men and Black women in popular magazines.
JSChung, NP Ahn, PS Lu, M Gosi.... - Psychology of Popular ...., 2017 - psycnet.apa.org
According to gendered race theory, racial stereotypes can contain a gendered component whereby certain racial and ethnic groups are viewed as being more prototypically masculine or feminine. A number of studies investigating gendered race stereotypes have found that ...
☆ 99 Cited by 24 Related articles All 7 versions Web of Science: 6

Under-researched demographics: heavy episodic drinking and alcohol-related problems among Asian Americans
Historically, Asian Americans have reported lower rates of alcohol misuse compared with other racial/ethnic groups (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 2009; Wechsler et al., 2000). However, epidemiological data illustrates that heavy episodic ...
☆ 99 Cited by 28 Related articles All 11 versions Web of Science: 22

[PDF] umbc.edu
Find@HKUST Library

[PDF] researchgate.net
Find@HKUST Library

[HTML] nih.gov
Find@HKUST Library

[HTML] springer.com
Full View

[PDF] researchgate.net
Find@HKUST Library

[HTML] nih.gov
Find@HKUST Library
Now your turn

- Use one of your selections from the Googledoc

- Try the technique & select some possibilities

- Save in your email or in a doc
Reference Chain with Scopus (a)

Databases to Find Articles

Some Useful HSS Article Databases

- 中國期刊全文數據庫- 文史哲、教育與社會科學綜合、政治軍事與法律及經濟與管理 (1994-) = CAJ Full-Text Database
- Academic Search Premier - an EbscoHost database
- EconLit
- GoogleScholar
- JSTOR
- Research Library - Proquest
- Scopus
- Web of Science

Complete list of HSS databases at HKUST

What if an article is not available in the Library?

- Use the Library's Document Supply Service
Reference Chain with Scopus (b)
Add row & choose author & title fields for one of your articles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Cited by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian American male college students’ perceptions of people’s stereotypes</td>
<td>Wong, Y., Owen, J., Tran, K.K., Collins, D.L., Higgins, C.E.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Psychology of Men and Masculinity</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reference Chain with Scopus

Addis, M.E., Mahalik, J.R.
Men, Masculinity, and the Contexts of Help Seeking

Addis, M.E., Mansfield, A.K., Syzdek, M.R.
Is "masculinity" a problem?: Framing the effects of gendered social learning in men

Benner, A.D., Kim, S.Y.
Experiences of Discrimination Among Chinese American Adolescents and the Consequences for Socioemotional and Academic Development
doi: 10.1037/a0016119

Brown, R.
Social identity theory: Past achievements, current problems and future challenges (Open Access)
Abstract

Although Asian American men are a heterogeneous group with diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, they are frequently depicted in rigid, stereotypical ways that assume few differences exist among them. Guided by social identity theory, the purpose of this study was to examine 158 Asian American male college students’ perceptions of people’s stereotypes about Asian American men. Based on a discovery-oriented exploratory analysis of participants’ open-ended responses, the following categories of perceived stereotypes about Asian American men were identified: (a) interpersonal deficits, (b) intelligence, (c) intense diligence, (d) unflattering physical attributes, (e) physical ability distortions, (f) perpetual foreigner, and (g) sexual/romantic inadequacies. Next, a latent class cluster analysis was conducted to identify meaningful clusters of participants based on the overarching categories of perceived stereotypes. The results revealed three clusters of participants; these clusters were labeled Body-Mind Stereotypes, Nerd Stereotypes, and Outsider Stereotypes. Participants in the Outsider Stereotypes cluster reported higher levels of depressive symptoms than those in the other two clusters, whereas those in the Nerd Stereotypes cluster reported the lowest levels of interdependent self-construal. These findings are discussed in terms of practical implications for addressing the deleterious nature of stereotypes about Asian American men. © 2011 American Psychological Association.

Cited by 38 documents

Constructions of Masculinity and the Perception of Interracial Relationships Among Young Male Chinese International Students and Scholars in the United States
Zhang, J., Allen, K.R.  

Understanding the Heterogeneity of International Students’ Experiences: A Case Study of Chinese International Students in U.S. Universities
Heng, T.T.  

On the Margins of College Life: The Experiences of Racial and Ethnic Minority Men in the Extracurriculum
Silver, B.R.  
(2019) Journal of Contemporary Ethnography

Author keywords

(Asian American) (College students) (Depression) (Masculinity) (Self-construal) (Stereotype)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Cited by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Now your turn

Use one of your selections from the Googledoc

Try the techniques & choose some possibilities

Save in your email or in a doc
Reference Chain with Web of Science

Databases to Find Articles

Some Useful HSS Article Databases

- 中國期刊全文數據庫 - 文史哲、教育與社會科學綜合、政治軍事與法律及經濟與管理 (1994-) = CAJ Full-Text Database
- *Academic Search Premier* - an EbscoHost database
- *EconLit*
- GoogleScholar
- JSTOR
- *Research Library - Proquest*
- Scopus
- **Web of Science**

Complete list of HSS databases at HKUST

What if an article is not available in the Library?.

- Use the Library's *Document Supply Service*
Reference Chain with Web of Science (c)

Add row & choose author & title fields
Select Social sciences
Reference Chain with Web of Science (d)

Web of Science

You searched for: AUTHOR: (wong) AND AUTHOR: (tran) AND TITLE: ("asian american men")...

Results: 1
(from Web of Science Core Collection)

Sort by: Date ↑ Times Cited Usage Count Relevance More

1. Asian American Male College Students’ Perceptions of People’s Stereotypes About Asian American Men

By: Wong, Y. Joel; Owen, Jesse; Tran, Kimberly K.; et al.
PSYCHOLOGY OF MEN & MASCULINITY Volume: 13 Issue: 1 Pages: 75-88 Published: JAN 2012

Full Text from Publisher View Abstract

Analysis Results
Times Cited: 33
(from Web of Science Core Collection)

Usage Count

Publication Years

Show: 10 per page
Reference Chain with Web of Science (e)

References that Wong & Tran used (like Scopus)
Citations of references that Wong & Tran et al used = different from Scopus
Reference Chain with Web of Science (g)
Reference Chain with Web of Science (g)

- Now your turn

- Use one of your selections from the Googledoc

- Try the techniques & choose some possibilities

- Save in your email or in a doc
Refine results

1 Results

1. Article: 
   Title: Asian American male college students' perceptions of people's stereotypes about Asian American men
   Type: Article
   Peer Reviewed: Yes
   Full text available: Yes
   View issue contents: Yes
**Title**: Asian American male college students’ perceptions of people’s stereotypes about Asian American men

**Description**: Although Asian American men are a heterogeneous group with diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, they are frequently depict stereotypical ways that assume few differences exist among them. Guided by social identity theory, the purpose of this study was to examine Asian American male college students’ perceptions of people’s stereotypes about Asian American men. Based on a discovery-oriented exploratory participants’ open-ended responses, the following categories of perceived stereotypes about Asian American men were identified: (a) interdeficits, (b) intelligence, (c) intense diligence, (d) unfaltering physical attributes, (e) physical ability distortions, (f) perpetual foreigner, and sexual/romantic inadequacies. Next, a latent class cluster analysis was conducted to identify meaningful clusters of participants based on categories of perceived stereotypes. The results revealed three clusters of participants; these clusters were labeled Body-Mind Stereotype, and Outsider Stereotypes. Participants in the Outsider Stereotypes cluster reported higher levels of depressive symptoms than other two clusters, whereas those in the Nerd Stereotypes cluster reported the lowest levels of interdependent self-construal. These find discussing in terms of practical implications for addressing the deleterious nature of stereotypes about Asian American men. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2018 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)

**Subjects**
- Asian American
- College Students
- Depression
- Masculinity
- Self-Construal
- Stereotype

**Author**: Joel Wong, Y. >
- Owari, J. >
- Tran, K.K. >
- Collins, D.L. >
- Higgins, C.E. >

**Identifier**
- ISSN: 15245220
- DOI: 10.1037/a0022800

**Contained In**: Psychology of Men and Masculinity, January 2012, Vol. 13(1), pp. 75-88
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Full text available</th>
<th>View Issue Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Asian Americans' Family Cohesion and Suicide Ideation: Moderating and Mediating Effects</td>
<td>American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 2012 Jul, Vol.82(3), pp.309-318</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Firm father figures: A moderated mediation model of perceived authoritarianism and the intergenerational transmission of gender messages from fathers to sons</td>
<td>Journal of Counseling Psychology, July 2018, Vol.65(4), pp.500-511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The interpersonal shame inventory for Asian Americans: Scale development and psychometric properties</td>
<td>Journal of Counseling Psychology, January 2014, Vol.61(1), pp.119-132</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gendered Racism Scales for Asian American Men: Scale development and psychometric properties</td>
<td>Journal of Counseling Psychology, October 2018, Vol.65(5), pp.556-570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PowerSearch – for subject (a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Subjects | Asian American > College Students > Depression > Masculinity > Self-Construal > Stereotype > Joel Wong, Y > Owen, J. > Tran, K.K. > Collins, D.L. > Higgins, C.E. |
| Identifier | **ISSN:** 15249220 |
| DOI | 10.1037/a002800 |
| Contained In | Psychology of Men and Masculinity, January 2012, Vol.13(1), pp.75-86 |

Back to record, choose subject that is similar
PowerSearch – for subject (b)

Search Scope: Library Catalog + Primo Central

Subject is (exact) Masculinity

AND Any field contains self construal

AND Any field contains chinese

Search

8 Results

1. Artikel / multiple sources exist. See all Chinese Short Form of the Personal Attributes Questionnaire: Construct and Concurrent Validity Sex Roles, 2010 Mar, Vol.62(5-6), pp.334-346
   PEER REVIEWED
   Download PDF Full text available View Issue Contents

2. Artikel / multiple sources exist. See all Two Traditions of Research on Gender Identity Sex Roles, 2015, Vol.73(11), pp.461-473
   PEER REVIEWED
   Download PDF Full text available View Issue Contents

Now your turn

Use one of your selections from the Googledoc

Try the techniques & choose some possibilities

Save in your email or in a doc
Self-examination of what found during this workshop

Look at some of the things you found and shared

Do the self-evaluation

Write out full citation of them & self-evaluate
Victoria will walk around & help
Wrap Up

• A literature review will display a research question, issue, problem within the context of the scholarly literature
• You can use one or two good items to build your literature review
• Use multiple search tools
• Use different search techniques (reference chaining, etc.)
• Get more help from Victoria if you want
Feeback

http://library.ust/hk/feedback